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G D GOENKA PUBLIC SCHOOL, EAST DELHI
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2019-2020 CLASS VI

Holidays are always fun and holidays homework is
a way to inculcate interest, creativity and
innovation among our students. It will not only
enable them to recapitulate what was taught but
will also help them to connect themselves to the
various learning processes. Please ensure that
your ward completes the holiday homework neatly
and timely as it will be graded.
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ENGLISH
1. Watch ANY ONE of the following movies and write a report on A-4 sized
sheets (in a creative folder). The report should include the following Main theme of the movie
 Protagonist, along with a picture
 Characters
 Your favorite incident in the movie
 4-5 pictures representing various scenes from the movie
List of movies:
1. School of Rock
2. The man who knew Infinity
3. Karate Kid
4. Finding Nemo
5. Bend it like Beckham
6. Maze Runner
7. Finding Dory
8. Jungle Book
9. Mary Poppins
10.Troy
11.Robinson Crusoe
12.Beauty and the Beast (Disney)
13.Robin hood Prince of Thieves
14.The hundred Foot journey
15.Julius Caesar/Hail Caesar
16.Journey to the centre of the earth
2. Draft an advertisement on an A-4 sized sheet, for a newly opened garment
shop/shoe shop. The assessment will be on the following criteria Creativity
 Content
 Presentation
Please note1. The Holiday Homework has to be submitted on 5th July 2019.
2. Kindly make sure that all your assignments contain your name, class and roll
number.
3. Both the assignments have to be submitted in ONE folder.
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MATHEMATICS





1. Do worksheets ( number 11 to 24) of mental maths.
2. Using Origami to design a building
Each child will use paper folding technique (origami) to obtain 3-D
structures of buildings seen in a town.
One structure is to be made by one child.
The child will have to make a presentation of the process of in the class.
The best ones will present their buildings during the Mathematics week.
Criterion of assessment:
 Creativity
 Clarity in the structure made.
 Presentation
 Submission
Some sample images are attached for reference
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SCIENCE
H.W. to be submitted on 3rd July, 2019, Wednesday

Since time immemorial, natural fibres have been used for apparel and home
fashion. Today, many man-made fibres have been developed into beautiful fabrics
that are being used by major designers. This summer break, have a great time
sorting out your clothes and engaging with the given activity. Hope you enjoy
doing this!
A. Research - Collect as many different pieces and scraps of fibres and fabrics.
Gather information on ANY ONE CHOSEN FABRIC and make PowerPoint
presentation under the following heads:
(i) Name of the Fabric and its source (Plant/ animal/ man-made)
(ii) Fabric and relevance of the region where it is used within India (cold and hot
climate)
(iii) Fabric and relevance to the use (its purpose – like for making bags, clothes,
mats, etc)
(iv) Properties of the fabric like strength, durability, absorption of water, etc.
B. Fabric assemblage /Collage -Now think of how you would like to present your
collected fabrics as a collage. • Take an A4 sheet of paper. Ensure that the Project
is done only on an A4 sheet. • Prepare a collage on one side of the paper using the
fabrics collected.

ISA PROJECT ACTIVITY
Be an exhibitor at GOENKAN EXPOMART 2019 to get name and
fameHow is it possible???

Wow! I will become famous
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I know. By following the given below instructions, you can become famous.

Research about the major developments in the field of water transport (cruise
ships, racing boats, windsurfer boats, riverboats, jet skis, battleships, raft boats,
ferries, yachts as well as submarines) of the country allocated to you as per your
Roll no.
A. Research about two vintage ships. Paste their pictures on a chart paper and
mention their characteristics like country of origin, engine, manufacturing year,
length, internal features
Use your creative ideas to present it beautifully.
Roll No. 1-10: India
Roll No. 11-20: France
Roll No. 21-30: Japan
Roll No. 30-36: China
‘B’ and ‘C’ parts to be done by all the students.
B. Research about the major development in the field of ships and create a timeline
about the same since 18th century.
C. Design a model of any water transport you like using paper, cardboard,
toothpicks, thread, bottle, water colours, etc. A working model is always better.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Models not only clarify your concepts but also enhance your creativity. This
Summer Vacation, use imaginative ideas to construct models on the following topics.

INSTRUCTIONS:




Roll numbers 1 to 12 : Stone Tools used by early men.
Roll numbers 13 to 24: Rock Paintings made by early men.
Roll numbers 25 to 36: Artifacts made by early men.
(Eg- jewellery, pottery, etc.)
 All models must be original, creative and self made.
 The students can use any eco-friendly material to construct the model. Use of thermocol
is not allowed.

2. Democracy is defined as “government of the people, for the people and by the
people.” In democracy people are
supreme and the power vests in the
hands of people.
Prepare a colourful chart highlighting the
features of democracy using slogans and
pictures:Instructions:




A white color A3 size chart paper is to be used.
It should be handwritten and presentation should be neat and clean.
Printed pictures are allowed with approximate size- 6x5inches.
 Headings should be bold.
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FRENCH
Q1. Préparez un dictionnaire avec les adjectifs commencent par l’alphabet A à
et collez les images contre les adjectifs.

Z

Q2. Préparez une carte A3 sur la nationalité (à la forme masculine et féminine) et
nommez les pays en français puis collez les images de drapeau de pays.

HINDI

SANSKRIT
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http://sanskrit.samskrutam.com/en.literature-stories.ashx
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The Stork And The Crab
The Stork And The Mongoose
The Brahmin, Thief And The Demon
The Weighing Scales And The Merchant's Son
Dharmabuddhi And Paapbuddhi
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